
Fund description

1 M 3 M 6 M YTD 1Y 3Y ITD

I EUR C shares 2.75 4.93 6.73 16.84 5.86 - -5.69

I USD C shares 1.55 5.05 5.61 12.74 3.19 - -10.74

Index* 1.50 6.29 6.27 9.93 4.28 - -7.57

Fund launched on 29 June 2018

*S&P Global Natural Resources Net Total Return Index USD

Portfolio characteristics Performance (Indexed - Base 100)

Main indicators Fund Index*

No. of securities 43 90

Weighted Average Market Cap ($ bn) 51.8 64.2

Median Market Cap ($ bn) 19.0 18.3

Estimated Price/Earnings (x) 14.6 15.4

Price/Book (x) 1.4 1.4

Price/Sales (x) 0.7 0.9

Estimated Long Term Growth (%) 2.6 3.3

Active Share (%) 62.3 -

*S&P Global Natural Resources Net Total Return Index #REF! -

Except number of securities, using "SPDR S&P GLOBAL NATURAL RESOURCES ETF" as a proxy

Industry, region and market cap breakdown (% NAV)

Investment manager: Recurrent Investment Advisors, LLC (US)

Alma Recurrent Global Natural Resources Fund

A sub-fund of Alma Capital Investment Funds SICAV

Cumulative performance (%)
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FOR PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS ONLY

As of 29 November 2019

• Investment objective: the fund seeks total return by investing in global natural resource-related companies.

• Typical industries in which the fund invests: energy, basic materials, infrastructure, transportation and logistics

• The fund may invest in companies of any market size capitalization, including IPOs

• The investment process incorporates macroeconomic and commodity supply/demand factors with fundamental company analysis

• Recurrent Investment Advisors is focused on understanding and profiting from commodity cycles to make differentiated natural resource investments

• Formed in April 2017. Registered as an investment adviser with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

• Primarily owned by its co-founders Mark Laskin and Bradley Olsen, who both have extensive experience in energy investing

• Based in Houston, Texas (US)
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S&P Global Natural Resources Net Total Return Index*

*Using "SPDR S&P GLOBAL NATURAL RESOURCES ETF" as a proxy



Top 10 positions details

Security name Industry % NAV

BHP GROUP LTD-SPON ADR Metals & Mining Australia

TOTAL SA-SPON ADR Oil, Gas & Consumable Fuels France 

UPM-KYMMENE OYJ Paper & Forest Products Finland 

ANGLO AMERICAN PLC Metals & Mining South Africa

FREEPORT-MCMORAN INC Metals & Mining United States 

KINDER MORGAN INC Oil, Gas & Consumable Fuels United States 

RIO TINTO PLC-SPON ADR Metals & Mining Australia

NUTRIEN LTD Chemicals Canada 

BARRICK GOLD CORP Metals & Mining Canada 

WESTROCK CO-WHEN ISSUED Containers & Packaging United States 

TOTAL:

Fund total net assets: $22.36 M Dealing: Each day with a 1-day notice Cut-off time : 12 pm CET

Fund domicile: Luxembourg Identifiers:

Countries where the fund is registered: Luxembourg, France Institutional USD Capitalisation share class

Fund type: UCITS SICAV Isin: LU1823602369 Ticker: ARGNIUC LX Launch: 29 June 2018

Base currency: USD

Management fee: 0.95% p.a. Institutional EUR Capitalisation share class

Isin: LU1845388146 Ticker: ARGNIEC LX Launch: 29 June 2018

Depositary, Administrator, Transfer Agent: BNP Paribas Securities Services (LU)

Management company: Alma Capital Investment Management (LU) Contacts

Investment manager: Recurrent Investment Advisors (US) Hervé Rietzler (FR / CH / LU / IT) +352 28 84 54 19

Fund managers: Mark Laskin Baptiste Fabre (FR / IR / UK) +33 1 56 88 36 55

Bradley Olsen info.investors@almacapital.com
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Performance Review

In the month of November 2019, the Alma Recurrent Global Natural Resources strategy returned 1.55%, outperforming the S&P Global Natural Resources’ 1.50%

return. Economically sensitive holdings, such as Freeport McMoran (FCX), Westlake Chemical (WLK) and Westrock (WRK) all performed well, rising > 9%, while

stock selection in energy underperformed, particularly in the E&P and energy pipeline sectors.

Natural Resources Discussion

In our white paper titled “The Impact of Shale on Energy Cycles”, we outlined how the shape of global energy cycles would evolve from long-duration, high-amplitude

cycles determined by long-dated “megaprojects”, to short cycles of low amplitude due to the quick turn on/off nature of US shale production. Our white paper framed

this new shale-driven market as a “dispatch curve”, comparable to the price-setting structure in an electric power market, where high-cost resources can be

dispatched almost instantaneously to balance the market. While most company managements agreed that “the world had changed” with the advent of shale, the

reality was that no company had effectively integrated the “dispatch curve” framework into their capital allocation strategy.

Since US shale oil production grew starting in 2008/2009, shale oil producers have struggled to profitably manage production cycles. As oil prices rose, producers

generated more cash flow, but immediately reinvested the proceeds to drill more wells, leading to market oversupply and falling prices. The inverse was also true –

low prices restricted capital expenditures, which reduced production and oil prices rose.

In this short-cycle environment, the result has been that after-CAPEX-free-cash-flow (FCF), and returns-on-invested-capital (ROIC) have disappointed investors. As

early as May 2015, David Einhorn of Greenlight Capital highlighted this issue in a presentation at the Sohn conference. The drumbeat to improve returns and cash

flow has gotten only louder in the last 12 months, but despite increasing focus on these measures, investors remain deeply unsatisfied.

Against this backdrop, portfolio holding ConocoPhillips’ (COP) Investor Day on November 19th was particularly noteworthy as it was the first rigorous effort by a

public E&P to integrate the reality of the “dispatch curve” into a go-forward business plan and capital allocation strategy. As the slide below shows, COP identified

their assessment of the market into 2-4 year cycles, but importantly, that steady state drilling activity actually maximizes returns through cycles.

Source: ConocoPhillps Analyst & Investor Presentation, November 2019

This document is issued by Alma Capital Investment Management (“ACIM”). It contains opinions and statistical data that ACIM considers lawful and correct on the day of their publication according to the economic and financial
environment at the time. This document does not constitute investment advice or form part of an offer or invitation to subscribe for or to purchase any financial instrument(s) nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of any contract or
commitment whatsoever. ACIM provides this document without knowledge of investors’ situation. Prior to any subscription, investors should verify in which countries the fund(s) this document refers to is registered, and, in those countries,
which compartments and which classes of shares are authorized for public sale. In particular the fund cannot be offered or sold publicly in the United States. Investors considering subscribing for shares should read carefully the most
recent Prospectus and KIID agreed by the regulatory authority, available from ACIM (5 rue Aldringen, L-1118 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg). The investors should consult the fund´s most recent financial reports, which are
available from ACIM. Investors should consult their own legal and tax advisors prior to investing in the fund. Given the economic and market risks, there can be no assurance that the fund will achieve its investment objectives. The value
of the shares can decrease as well as increase. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Additionally, the “deviation from steady state” production profile
highlights that the E&P industry’s adherence to an outdated
business model of ramping activity into higher prices and
cutting activity in response to weaker prices is a key driver of
suboptimal returns. While accelerating drilling activity into
higher price environments made sense in a pre-shale
environment where upcycles could last for more than a
decade, in a “short-cycle” shale-driven market, alternatively
slamming the accelerator and brake pedal has caused E&Ps to
invest on a value-destroying pro-cyclical basis, effectively
drilling reserves when costs are inflationary, and selling
production when prices are low.

Since the onset of shale oil production, investors have been
frustrated by the inability of US oil shale producers to generate
high enough ROICs to justify continued investment. Without a
clear framework to make sound through-the-cycle decisions,
many companies have been influenced by short term oil price
changes, and made decisions which destroyed capital. In this
analyst day presentation, COP showed a cogent, reasoned
approach to maximizing value in shale production which other
companies and investors can look to emulate.


